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PGYTECH wrist mount - create even more interesting shots
Designed for the DJI OSMO Pocket and sports cameras, the PGYTECH wrist mount offers you even more recording options. With its help,
you will  safely  and conveniently  create  impressive  shots,  for  example,  while  performing tricks  on  a  skateboard  or  riding  a  bike.  Wide
compatibility,  the  ability  to  rotate  the  mounting  base  by  360°  and  free  adjustment  of  the  recording  angle  make this  mount,  made of
excellent quality materials, allow you to prepare videos fully in accordance with your vision.
 
Compatible with your camera
What sets the product apart is its remarkable compatibility. You can easily mount a wide variety of sports cameras on it. You'll quickly
find that it will work perfectly with your device as well.
 
Free adjustment of the recording angle
Are you afraid that, using the mount, you have to reckon with recording from only one angle? Nothing could be further from the truth!
The PGYTECH accessory gives you the ability to freely adjust the position of your camera, so you can always create a great, surprising
shot.
 
Adjust the direction of filming
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That's not all! You can also freely rotate the mounting base of the mount by 360°, which allows you to record from different directions
and increase your creative possibilities. With PGYTECH, almost nothing limits you - you can film the way you want!
 
Irreplaceable combination of comfort and functionality
Made  of  excellent  quality  sponge,  the  pad  combines  functionality  with  comfort.  Skin-friendly,  flexible  and  breathable  -  it  makes  you
comfortable to wear the grip even all day long. It's also anti-shock for even better recording quality.
 
Always in place
The wrist band is also made of breathable, skin-friendly and eco-friendly materials. It also prevents sweating. What's more, it's flexible
enough to guarantee you full comfort, but also rigid enough to stay firmly in place. Its length is adjustable from 50-100 mm, so you can
easily adjust it to your wrist.
 
	Voltage
	11.1V
	Capacity
	1250mAh
	Number of cells
	3
	Connector type
	T-plug
	Balancer type
	JST-XHR
	Discharge current
	25C
	Length
	124mm
	Width
	21mm
	Height
	19mm
	Weight
	91 g

Preço:

Antes: € 20.9961

Agora: € 19.95
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